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Over 35 million is approximate number of sites currently tracked by a blog-
dedicated search engine Technorati.  The hype of personal blogging is just one 
aspect of a wide spectrum of developments taking place in the online 
environment, challenging the traditional journalistic practices and 
institutions.  A phenomenon, particularly interesting in the context of peace 
journalism discourse is that of citizen journalism, also know as participatory 
journalism, which views the citizens as “playing an active role in the process 
of collecting, reporting, analyzing and disseminating news and information" 
(Bowman & Willis, 2003).   

The relevancy of citizen journalism to peace journalism discourse stems from 
a seemingly shared features of the two movements.  Based on the principles of 
structural peace, one of the main features of peace journalism is that of 
inclusion.  Here, inclusion implies featuring a variety of voices to present an 
in-depth, process-oriented, transparent representation of the conflict 
(Galtung, 2000).  On a conceptual level, Internet, as a platform, bears the 
needed features for hosting a distributed, open and inclusive coverage and 
analysis of a conflict.   However, as any other medium it is subject to social, 
cultural, political and economic constrains, which impose the same practices, 
shaping current, widely criticized, conflict coverage.   

According to Blasi (2004), there are six factors involved in maintaining 
sustainable journalism practice.  Starting from structural aspects of media he 
moves through features of the situation on site, personal features of the 
journalists, political climate and lobbies, and the features of the audience.  
Interaction between the factors determines news production processes 
resulting in what can be defined either war or peace journalism.  The 
supposedly unique institutional settings of online journalism environment, 
suggests "liberation" from traditional institutional constraints.  As a result, 
one would expect that features of peace journalism, suppressed by the above 
constraints, will be enhanced in online, citizen-driven environment (Blasi, 
2004; Hanitzsch, 2005; Tehranian, 2002).   

The proposed pilot study suggests content analysis of a subset of blogs 
focusing on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  It questions if the content created 
online bears features closer to the peace journalism model proposed by Lynch 



and McGoldrick (2005) as opposed to that of a traditional, war and violence 
oriented journalism.  In order to pursue this quest, 150 blogs were sampled 
during a period of 15 days.  The blogs were selected through technorati.com 
using a search string "(Palestine OR Palestinian) AND (Israel OR Israeli)" and 
the authority ranking mechanism offered by the website.  By considering 
blogs containing both terms related to the conflict, we deliberately exclude the 
extreme blogs referring to only one of the sides or using different, less 
politically correct, terms to define the parties.  This way, our sample might be 
biased towards the peace journalism discourse.   

Once sampled the dataset was narrowed down manually by removing results 
from major news websites such as google-news or BBC.  Remaining pool 
consists of blogs explicitly referring to the conflict including the comments left 
by users within 24 hours of the initial post.  We are applying the four aspects 
model proposed by Lynch and McGoldrick (2005) as the coding scheme for a 
qualitative analysis of texts.  To achieve inter-coder reliability, each post is 
analyzed by both researchers according to its classification as peace/conflict 
vs. war/violence, truth vs. propaganda, people vs. elite, solution vs. victory 
oriented. 

The preliminary results show that the online environment hosts a surprisingly 
hostile discourse.  Thus for example relating to peace/conflict vs. 
war/violence orientation, the blogs present a complex picture of a relatively 
moderate discourse.  At the same time, talkbacks to the same posts preset a 
more war/violence oriented argumentation tending to take clear sides.  
Another example is a phenomenon where many posts refer to or duplicate 
items from the mainstream media.  However, the comments to posts contain a 
more critical discourse about the mainstream media and its coverage of the 
conflict.  The emerging picture is that of a complex environment bearing 
many of the characteristics of war and populist journalism, far from the 
seeming promise of the new environment for constructive discussion for 
peace. 

Once the study is complete we can raise a series of important questions 
regarding the new media paradigm and potential of peace journalism 
concept.  For example, in case our preliminary results are confirmed, two 
major question marks rise regarding the journalistic nature of blogging.  On 
the one hand, one may suggest that the war journalism discourse is a result of 
the blogsphere actually lacking the journalistic norms and standards.  On the 
other hand, one may suggest that structural constrains are being replicated in 
the blogsphere, thus leading to a traditional type of reference to conflict.  
Another question is that of media literacy inquiring if the created content is a 
result of socialization processes influenced by the conventional media.  
Moreover, institutional questions arise as to the link between what is labeled 
as "new" and "old" media.  For example, to what extend the blogsphere 
simply mirrors the mainstream means of mass communication.  Additional 
interesting threads of thought are rising from the progressing research work.   
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